Abstract. It is well known that there are sequences that are summable by every Cesaro method Cr (r > 0) but are not summable by any Euler method Ep (0 < p < 1 ). It is proved here that on the other hand there are sequences that are summable by every Euler method Ep (0 < p < 1 ) but are not summable by any Cesaro method.
1
We consider the regular Cesàro methods Cr (r > 0) and the regular Euler methods Ep (0 < p < 1), where the latter is defined as in [5] ; that is, the Tip-transform of any sequence {xk} is given by {t"(p)} where (1) Í«(P) = ¿ (£)/>*(!-P)"-*x* (« = 0,1,...).
Let (Cr) and (Ep) denote the summability fields of Cr and Ep respectively. It is well known that where m is the set of all bounded sequences. Further, it is known that f|(CV)¿ U (Ep); 
ifferentiating each side of this expression r times (with respect to x) and then putting x = -1, we see that the inner sum in (3) is equal to
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Now let {ar} , {br} be (fixed) sequences of positive numbers decreasing to 0, with flo < 1/2, and let £¿v < oo. We note that for a given r, anr(p) -» 0 as b-»oo, uniformly for p in any closed interval contained in (0,1). It is bounded for any fixed n ; hence it is bounded for all « , uniformly in p for p in any such interval. Hence we can choose {cr} so that for each r, Cr\anr(p)\ < br (ar < p < 1 -ar, for all «).
Now consider an arbitrary fixed value of p, with 0 < p < 1, and let e > 0 be arbitrarily given. Since ar-»0,we see that p £[ar, 1 -ar] for sufficiently large r. Choose 7? large enough for this to hold for all r > R such that, further, Y^tZr br < e. Then for all «, 
